


Select the option that expresses the given 

sentence in active voice.

The program had been attended by the 

guests.

A. The program is being attended by the 

guests.

B. The guests had attended the program.

C. The program has being attended by the 

guests.

D. The program is been attended by the 

guests.



Select the segment of the sentence that 

contains a grammatical error. If there is no 

error, mark ‘No error’.

The tourist company advised us to travel by 

the bus for a budget-friendly trip.

A. The tourist company advised us

B. to travel by the bus

C. for a budget-friendly trip

D. No error



Select the option that contains a grammatical 

error in the underlined portion.

The marketplace was when commerce was 

traditionally carried on.

A. The marketplace was when commerce was 

traditionally carried on.

B. The marketplace was when commerce was 

traditionally carried on.

C. The marketplace was when commerce was 

traditionally carried on.

D. The marketplace was when commerce was 



Select the option that will improve the 

underlined part of the sentence. In case no 

improvement is needed, select ‘No 

improvement required’.

You are looking so pretty on these black 

outfit.

A. pretty in this

B. No improvement required

C. prettier in these

D. prettiest with those



Select the most appropriate option that 

can substitute the underlined segment in 

the given sentence.

Rajiv had an interest in science that lasted 

for his whole life.

A. Yearlong

B. Everafter

C. Forever

D. Lifelong



A: There was a time when storybooks were the 

only means of entertainment for children.

B: In the age of the internet, kids spend most of 

their time playing games on smartphones or 

watching cartoons or videos on YouTube.

C: But if you want your kids to take a break from 

screens and experience your childhood, you can 

read short stories to them.

D: A decade or two ago, kids spent their time 

reading stories and role-playing their favourite

characters from the stories.

A. ABCD

B. BCAD



Select the correct indirect form of the given 

sentence.

The professor said, “You must learn these 

words regularly.

A. The professor said I should learn these 

words regularly.

B. The professor said that I had to learn 

those words regularly. 

C. The professor said that I must learn these 

words regularly.

D. The professor said that you had to learn 



Choose the word which is most nearly 

SIMILAR in meaning as the word 

printed in Bold.

She suddenly felt old and weary.

A. careless

B. shivering

C. troubled

D. weak



Select the most appropriate option to substitute 

the underlined segment in the given sentence.

Anyone reading these lines will thought that the 

writer is very sad.

A. will have think that the writer is

B. are think that the writer has

C. have thinking that the writer is

D. will think that the writer is



Select the word that is closest in meaning 

(SYNONYM) to the word given below.

Vigorous

A. Strenuous

B. Delicate

C. Torpid

D. Guarded



The following sentence has been divided into 

segments. One of them may contain an error. 

Select the segment that contains the error from 

the given options. If you don’t find any error, mark 

‘No error’ as your answer.

No talking / on the dinner table / is an absolute 

rule.

A. No talking

B. No Error

C. on the dinner table

D. is an absolute rule.



A sentence is given in Active/Passive voice. Out of 

the four alternatives suggested, select the one that 

best expresses the same sentence in 

Active/Passive Voice. 

The investigation had not been fulfilled by the 

investigating officer.

A. The investigating officer had not fulfilled the 

investigation.

B. The investigating officer has not fulfilled the 

investigation.

C. The investigating officer had not been fulfilling 



In these questions, choose the word opposite 

in meaning to the word given in the bold.

Procrastinate

A. Experiment

B. Expedite

C. Exclude

D. Propagate



Change the voice.

They are building a house next door to our 

school.

A. Next door to our school a house is being 

built by them

B. Next door to our school is being built a 

house by them

C. A house next door to our school is being 

built by them.

D. A house is being built by them next door to 

our school.



Select the option that expresses the given sentence 

into an indirect speech.

Kriti says to Kiran, “I have never been to your house, 

I shall go with you.”

A. Kriti tells to Kiran that I have never been to her 

house and therefore, she will go with her.

B. Kriti tells Kiran that she has never been to her 

house and therefore, I shall go with you..

C. Kriti tells to Kiran that I have been to your house 

and therefore, I shall go with you.

D. Kriti tells Kiran that she has never been to her 



A standard English phrase / idiom is given 

followed by for meanings for the same. Choose 

the option with correct meaning.

To eat humble pie

A. to apologize

B. expensive

C. to avoid due to dislike

D. none of these



At the eleventh hour

A. at the last possible moment

B. to appear suddenly without warning

C. something of very high quality

D. someone who gets up early in the 

morning



Select the most appropriate synonym of the 

given word.

Description 

A. Obscurity

B. Creation

C. Explanation

D. Madness



In these questions, four alternatives are 

given for the idiom/phrase. Choose the 

alternative which best expresses the 

meaning of the given idiom/phrase.

White elephant

A. Rare thing

B. Useful thing

C. Costly possession

D. Proud possession



In the given sentence there might be an error. 

Find out which part of the sentence has an error. 

lf there is no error, mark your answer as (d) i.e. 

‘No error’.

Scarcely had I (a)/ started reading the paper (b)/ 

then the doorbell rang (c)/. No Error (d)

A. (a)

B. (b)

C. (c)

D. (d)



Out of the four alternatives, choose the one 

which best expresses the meaning of the 

given word

AUDACITY

A. strength 

B. boldness

C. asperity

D. fear



Select the word that is opposite in meaning 

(ANTONYM) to the word given below.

HYPOCRITE

A. CHARLATAN

B. INGENUOUS

C. PHONY

D. IMPOSTER



Select the most appropriate synonym of 

the given word.

Toddler

A. Ancestor

B. Offspring

C. Adult

D. Infant



The sentence given below is incorrect. From 

the given options, select the part that has an 

error.

After the exams we can go on a holiday, will 

we? 

A. After the exams 

B. will we? 

C. go on a holiday, 

D. we can 



Select the correct active/passive form from 

the given sentence.

Why was such a poor review given by the film 

critic?

A. Why does the film critic give such a poor 

review?

B. Why did the film critic gave such a poor 

review?

C. Why had the film critic give such a poor 

review?

D.



Choose the option which is OPPOSITE in 

the meaning of given word 

ENTANGLE

A. arrest

B. free

C. relief

D. wrap



Select the word that is most SIMILAR in 

meaning to the word given in the sentence-

He remained steadfast in his determination to 

bring the killers to justice.

A. fixed

B. stubborn

C. tactful

D. tolerant



Change the voice of the following sentence:

My scooter was stolen yesterday by 

somebody.

A. Somebody stealed my scooter yesterday.

B. My scooter was been stolen by somebody 

yesterday.

C. Somebody has stole my scooter 

yesterday.

D. Somebody stole my scooter yesterday.



Select the option that best expresses the 

meaning of the idiom or phrase given below.

To turn the corner

A. To pass the crisis

B. To be quick

C. To stop talking and start

D. To keep out of debt



A. Rush hour crowds jostle for position on the 

underground train platform

B. But this aspiring musician faced a bigger challenge 

than most: she was profoundly deaf.

C. It was her first day at the prestigious Royal 

Academy of Music in London and daunting enough for 

any teenager fresh from a Scottish farm.

D. A slight girl, looking younger than her seventeen 

years, was nervous yet excited as she felt the 

vibrations of the approaching train.

A. DABC

B. BCDA
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